
It was the last day of diving St. Lucia, and we 
were on the 165-foot (50m) Lesleen “M” wreck, which 
sits at about 70 feet. The visibility was 50-70 feet 
(15-22 m) and my dive light had failed, but with plenty 
of ambient light inside the wreck, I took a quick 
pass through the companionway while my buddy followed. 
Alongside the wreck, a stingray nestled in the grass, 
and on the top deck were two enormous scorpion fish, a 
golden-tail moray, and the only hairy clinging crab of 
the week. After a leisurely 45 minutes, it was time to 
end the dive. 

As I headed to the line for my safety stop, the 
current picked up, and when my three minutes were up, 
it was ripping! Frantic divers crowded the line leadin-
gup from the wreck to the boat’s starboard ladder, so I 
headed to the port ladder, grabbing it as I flew past. 
A couple of others missed and drifted past. The quick-
thinking crew immediately threw out lifesaving rings. 
The drifting divers grabbed them as they went past, and 
the crew pulled them. One divemaster shook his head. 
“Wow!” he said, as he climbed the ladder, acknowledging 
the surprise. 

Speaking 
of the dive 
guides, we had 
an exceptional 
crew, with lots 
of jokes and 
laughter, and 
plenty of com-
petence: Captain 
Garfield, mate 
Emmanus, and 
guides Errol, 
Dave, and 
Bradley did 
a great job, 
helping divers 
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in and out of the water, pulling in 
the tanks of those who doffed them 
in the water, and keeping track of 
everyone during the dives while ensur-
ing a junior open water diver stayed 
above 40 feet (12m). Guides led each 
dive dragging a surface buoy; usu-
ally the current was mild, but still 
were one-way dives. They changed 80 
cu. ft. (11 liter) tanks between dives 
and helped people check Nitrox fills. 
After each dive, they broke down, 
rinsed, and hung BCs and regulators. 

The day we arrived, staff from 
Anse Chastanet greeted our group, then 

loaded the van for the one-hour-and-20-minute drive, the last 20 minutes going up 
the two-mile hill from the main road to the resort at a snail’s pace on a mostly 
one-lane, severely pot-holed road, with sheer drop-offs on one side! At the hotel, 
Charlotte, one of the dive shop managers, gave a general orientation, I handed 
over my pre-filled forms, sipped a delicious local fruit drink, and headed for my 
room.

Anse Chastanet is set beautifully into the side of a mountain. “Anse” means 
small bay and “Chastanet” is the last name of the original French owners. Anse 
Chastanet began as a sugar plantation worked by slaves. The current owners pur-
chased the land and original buildings back in the early 1970s and built 49 rooms 
served by 250 employees. In 2006, they opened Jade Mountain, with 29 upscale 
“sanctuaries” higher on the mountain. Today, the combined properties encompass 
more than 600 acres with 500 employees.

The original rooms are pretty basic, with a bed or two, bathroom, storage 
space, and a screened lanai. They are closest to the breakfast buffet, and as one 
goes up the hill -- a hundred steps or more -- the rooms get more expensive. If 
one were to be at the beach and remembered something left behind, one would most 
likely leave it there rather than climb back up. 

I traveled with a large group, all Americans, and my buddy and I ended up in 
an upgraded room, higher up the mountain; our room was designed without one wall 
to bring in nature, which meant better breezes but also more bugs, and occasional 
birds, especially if they heard one of the small refrigerators being opened. The 
beds are shrouded in netting, and the mosquitoes were not too bad, but one person 
became covered with bites, most likely from sand fleas (no-see-ums) on the beach; 
anyone sensitive to bugs should slather up. For people who don’t care to make 
the long schlep of the hill to their rooms, there are more expensive beach-level 
rooms -- the only ones air-conditioned -- with views of the tennis court; all 
other rooms have views of either the rainforest, the stunning Piton Mountains, the 
ocean, or possibly all three.

It’s about 100 steps from the breakfast buffet down to the beach and the 
dive shop, and amazingly, the only person I saw slip on the stairs was a staff 
member, who laughed it off. It was also possible to take a shuttle to the back 
of the beach-level rooms. The first morning I set out my dive bag in front of my 
room, and staff came by with a pick-up truck to haul it down to the dive shop; 
they would also haul it back up to the rooms if desired. At the dive shop equip-
ment storage area, I stored my items in a small locker, with a tiny keyed lock, 
and hung my gear on moveable racks in their spacious storage room, though it could 
get crowded with a full complement of 50 or more divers. The congestion was eased 
somewhat when the racks of BCs and wetsuits were rolled out of the storage area 
and spread out, but some mornings it took a while to find all my gear.  Our first 
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dive was from shore to demonstrate 
our abilities to clear our masks and 
retrieve our regulators; then we fol-
lowed the guide along the wall that we 
would dive at night. They also offered 
a complimentary led shore dive each 
afternoon, but no shore diving on your 
own.

After donning my 5mm wetsuit for 
the 82°F (28°C) water (I get cold 
easily), I waded out to the 46-foot 
(14m) Newton for my first boat dive, 
boarded with a helping hand via a 
lowered bow, and found my assembled 
BC and regulator. Twenty-four divers, 
one person short of the maximum capacity, crowded my boat for the two morning and 
two afternoon dives, but since we knew each other as part of the group traveling 
together, we managed. 

At Piton Wall, I saw two sharp-tail eels, three lobsters, several lionfish, 
many spotted moray eels, a large puffer fish, and a teenage French angelfish. Most 
dives were one-way dives, going with the modest current to be picked up by the 
boat. However, at Jalousie I was uncomfortable with a strong current that wanted 
to push me out and down. Several sites had mild thermoclines at 60 feet (18m) and 
again at 80 feet (25m), making the water look wavy below and above. Visibility 
ranged from 50 to 100 feet (15 to 30m) throughout the week. Some beginner divers 
were uncomfortable with the current. However, this is a good place to get current 
practice in preparation for tougher diving. 

Between morning boat dives -- and fresh fruit or fresh pastries -- we usu-
ally returned to the dive shop for fresh tanks; with no head on the boat, it was 
a welcome break. We spent one surface interval in the nearby town of Soufriere, 
which was overrun with cruise ship tourists. One day, we had a beach lunch at the 
next property.

One doesn’t go to Anse Chastanet just for the diving, though it’s above 
average for the Caribbean. The food and ambience provide the complete picture. 
Breakfast consisted of various juices -- try the soursop -- fresh yogurts, smooth-
ies, pastries, cereal, and hot cooked menu meals. I gave up on eggs when over-
easy arrived over-hard, but the French toast was to die for! Lunches were at 
beach level, sometimes buffet, ranging from delicious grass-fed beef hamburgers 
and BBQ fish burgers to local offerings and desserts. Sometimes menu descriptions 
were not what my mind pictured, and meals could be an unexpected, though pleasant 

Neal Watson and Bimini Big Game Club Get Sued
The personal representative and wife of a Kentucky 

man, Burton Stodghill, have filed a lawsuit after he was 
fatally injured while scuba diving in the Bahamas. The 
plaintiff alleges that on March 2, her husband was a 
guest at the Bimini Big Game Club Resort and Marina 
and participated in a dive. The plaintiff alleges that the 
decedent was allowed to dive without any instruction or 
briefing and without a dive partner, and subsequently 
drowned.

Catherine Stodghill filed the complaint on June 2 in 
Broward County, Florida, against Hankey Group, doing 

business as Bimini Big Game Club Resort and Marina; 
Neal Watson’s Bimini Scuba Center; Neal Watson 
Undersea Adventures Inc.; and Neal Watson Inc., alleg-
ing negligence. The plaintiff holds the defendants 
responsible because they allegedly allowed the use of a 
dive boat without first aid equipment on board, allowed 
dives to be conducted by improperly trained dive 
masters, and failed to provide spare emergency scuba 
tanks.

(Source: Florida Record)

Scuba St Lucia dive boat at Anse Chastenet
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surprises once they arrived. They did go out of their way to accommodate special 
diets. Afternoon tea was available with a special menu. Upstairs, the Treehouse 
Restaurant had a “tropical world” cuisine, and items changed nightly; a vegetarian 
menu was available at either the Treehouse Restaurant or a smaller vegetarian res-
taurant, and this menu did not change during the week. One of my favorite dinners 
was vegetable lasagna made with a creamy sauce rather than pasta sauce. Dinners 
sometimes lasted over two hours, depending on how late one arrived and how many 
were sitting at the table. Appetizers, salads, a main course, and desserts were 
offered, although I usually did not partake of everything, and after night dives I 
only had an appetizer and dessert because it was so late. Some folks enjoyed the 
downstairs Indian dinner restaurant or simple meals at the beach grill.

Luckily, all this eating can be somewhat mitigated by stair climbing, so back 
down to the beach for more diving. At Fairy Land, Creole wrasse, brown chromis, 
and sergeant majors formed sizeable schools; I saw around 30 squid and three 
tarpon off in the distance, as well as eels, tiny trunkfish, spider crabs, lob-
sters, and several molted empty lobster bodies. What a spectacular dive this would 
have been with better than 40 to 50-foot visibility; visibility during the week 
ranged anywhere from 40 to 100 feet (12 – 30m). Unfortunately, I also saw an ille-
gal fish trap and a line that probably led to another, deeper one, which I report-
ed to the dive manager. 

One morning I awoke at 5:30 a.m. and walked down to the beach. A leaky boat 
with four locals pulled into shallow water, then threw out a net. A guest swimming 
yelled “Why here?” and a local replied, “This is my country.” They left within 25 

Book Review – Muck Diving by Nigel Marsh
There was a time when divers only wanted to see 

marine animals that were spectacularly large. No more. 
More and more divers are becoming underwater pho-
tographers and reveling in pictures of animals that 
are difficult to see with the naked eye 
alone.

For example, St. Vincent was once 
only known for lackluster Caribbean 
diving until Bill Tewes discovered how 
good the macro-life was. He made it the 
muck diving capital of the Caribbean. 
When it comes to Indonesia, some 
thought pioneer dive guide Larry Smith 
had been out of Texas too long when 
he declared that “things were smaller 
round here.” Even lifeless lakes and 
quarries have turned up the minutia of 
aquatic life for divers with a discerning 
eye.

So given that muck diving has 
become a global phenomenon, the critter identifi-
cation guide has become almost as essential at dive 
resorts and on dive boats as the compressor that fills 
our tanks. Worthy as most of these invertebrate ID 
guides are, they can be something of a dry read and 
not set aside for bedside reading. That’s not something 

one would say of Muck Diving – a Diver’s Guide to the 
Wonderful World of Critters by Nigel Marsh.

Australian underwater photographer and journal-
ist Nigel Marsh has put together a book on muck div-

ing that encompasses the Indo-Pacific, 
including Indonesia, the Philippines, 
Malaysia, Australia, PNG and Timor 
Leste. He credits Bob Halstead and 
Neville Coleman (he has a log of nudi-
branchs bearing his name) as the first to 
coin the phrase “muck diving.”

Muck Diving is more than an identifi-
cation guide. The author explores differ-
ent muck environments, the history of 
muck diving, simple yet successful diving 
and photo techniques and the indispens-
ability of a good local guide. 

The second part of the book provides 
information about most of the critters 
you are likely to encounter, while the 

third part deals with the best places to find them. It’s 
a great read — 352 pages packed with pictures and 
information, and enclosed in a water-repellent cover! 
Finally, the book includes a comprehensive list of dive 
operations specializing in muck diving. It costs $19.99 
through Amazon. Click here

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1921517816/undercutheconsum
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minutes. A staff member later told me that the area 
is an approved fishing zone, but fishing is not 
allowed in the marine preserve, such as Fairy Land. 

For a nondiver, the Anse Chastanet is a per-
fect venue, supplemented with activities ranging 
from chocolate and wine pairings (Anse Chastanet 
produces its own chocolate) to mountain biking, 
hiking up Gran Piton mountain, or indulging in a 
hot springs mud bath, largely morning activities. 
Complimentary yoga is offered twice a day. During 
a complimentary afternoon plantation tour, lasting 
about two hours, guide Meno describes the history 
of Anse Chastanet and introduces guests to the 
local fruits and trees. 

At the weekly manager’s rum punch party, local 
rum and appetizers are served up as a steel drum 
band entertains; afterwards a huge buffet, with six 
different salads, pumpkin crab soup, roasted pig, beef, chicken, local vegetable 
dishes, and desserts like mini fruit tartlets, cheesecake, local chocolate bars, 
fudge, lemon tarts, and more. In the bacchanalian atmosphere, a few guests danced, 
pulling in an occasional staff member. Other nights, there was entertainment until 
10 or 10:30 p.m. 

I’ve been to Anse Chastanet several times. Day dives are mostly pleasant and 
better than average for the Caribbean, and their night shore dives never disap-
point. On one I saw slipper lobsters, a spotted spiny lobster, a red banded lob-
ster, and Caribbean spiny lobsters. In the coral, I saw channel clinging crabs, 
batwing coral crabs, a pregnant barber pole shrimp -- they’re common -- a half-
inch-long seahorse hiding in the weeds, a few cleaning stations with Peterson and 
spotted cleaner shrimps, a viper moray, sponge crab, and many more eels. During 
the week, I saw one turtle but no sharks or other larger fish. Barrel sponges -- 
short ones, tall ones, fat ones, skinny ones, wide ones, and narrow ones -- are 
everywhere, one at least a meter tall. 

That said, Anse Chastanet is expensive and works better for groups of eight 
who take a package. Beginning divers can get a safe introduction from competent 
guides to the Caribbean, to drift diving, and to the basics of undersea life.

-- D.Y.

Our undercover diver’s bio: Having been certified since the early ‘70s, I’ve 
logged about 3800 dives. While I hate the stress of travel, I buck up and love 
diving around the world. My best dives were in the ‘90s at Sipadan, when you were 
still allowed on the island, with showers in the jungle and sinks hanging on 
trees. I plan on diving until my last breath, even if I have to crawl into the 
water.

Diver’s Compass: Non-stop flights run from New York, Charlotte, 
Miami, Atlanta and London ... My $2299/person package ($1999 for 
non-divers) included a superior room with 12 boat dives, two night 
shore dives, extra scheduled beach diving, breakfast, lunch, after-
noon tea and dinner, all taxes, service fees, and tips, airport 
transfers, welcome cocktail, manager’s rum punch party, mini-sail-
ing, windsurfing, use of tennis court and tennis equipment, use of 
beach chairs and beach towels, guided tour of the plantation, free 
nitrox, and complimentary non-alcoholic beverages. An unlimited 

alcoholic beverage package ran $252 for the week ... they offer a lionfish wine 
paring tasting for $45

Anse Chastanet, St. Lucia, 
the Caribbean
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Rangiroa and Fakarava, which 
I wrote about last issue, are 
considered the twin pinnacles of 
French Polynesian diving, but 
I wondered if Tikehau, a less-
visited Tuamotu atoll island, 
might deliver the same excitement. 
And how about the legendary Bora 
Bora? Arguably the most beauti-
ful islands in French Polynesia, 
a Four Seasons beach-front villa 
could set you back $19,000 per 
night, not including breakfast. 
I decided to find out -- about 
the diving, that is, not the Four 
Seasons.

An hour’s flight from Papeete, 
Bora Bora’s airport is on one 
of the motu -- atoll reef islets 
-- that encircle the main picture-
perfect mountainous island, with a spectacular extinct volcano at its center and a 
short ferry ride from Vaitape, the main settlement. After meeting us at the wharf, 
our host for four nights, Marc-Andre, stopped at a store to help us select supplies 
before heading four miles north of Vaitape, to Bungalove, where he offers two units 
in a luxuriant garden on the lagoon by his home. The larger bungalow came with a 
queen and single bed; no air-conditioning, but fans kept us comfortable. 

The following morning, we were driven to Top Dive’s shop north of Vaitape, 
which runs a covered fast aluminum boat with a well-designed ladder. Most customers 
were given a 10l or 12l steel tank with Nitrox 32, regardless of their certifica-
tion or whether they knew about Nitrox (probably a good idea if they remained with 
the guides!). My negatively buoyant partner asked for an aluminum 80 tank (which 
are only filled with air).

For the first dive at Muri Muri, I swam down 
to 85 feet (26m). The 84°F (29°C) crystal-clear 
blue water highlighted the sparse site. Our guide, 
Jeffery, pointed out two tiny nudibranchs, a pipe-
fish, a distant turtle and a whitetip reef shark, 
but the giant barracudas, gray reef sharks, and 
schools of jacks highlighted on Top Dive’s web-
site just weren’t there. “The corals are wearing 
the ‘autumn/winter collection’ colors,” my partner 
joked, “just brown and beige.” I was underwhelmed.

As the guides changed tanks, we motored to 
nearby Haapiti, on the outside of the lagoon. After 
a 40-minute interval, during which we were offered 
tea, biscuits, and coconut, we jumped back in. 
Only a passing lemon shark relieved the boredom of 
another unremarkable dive. Jeffery claimed Muri Muri 
was the best dive site in Bora Bora, so we returned 

Bora Bora and Tikehau, French Polynesia
... not for your scuba bucket list

Four Seasons, Bora Bora

Top Dive, Bungalove, Bora 
Bora, French Polynesia
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H = poor HHHHH= excellent

Worldwide scale
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there on the second day. All other dives took place in the lagoon.  

Despite the poor diving, we had a good time, riding bikes on the flat road 
that encircles the island, stopping for a $10 four-cheese pizza lunch. We cooked 
most meals in our well-equipped kitchenette, enjoying the spectacular sunset view 
of the lagoon and mountains from our deck. In the water below, we swam, snor-
keled and kayaked. One evening, we followed the sound of drumming to a field 
where dozens of young musicians and dancers practiced for the month-long July 
island festival, a far more authentic experience than the tourist dinner shows 
at the resorts. While every stranger greeted or smiled at me when I passed, it 
seems everyone knows everyone else’s business. As a taxi driver told me, “If I am 
stopped by a female tourist asking for directions, my wife will be on the phone 
within minutes to ask me what I was doing with her.” 

Poisonous Air — It’s Very Serious When It Happens
Twelve pupils were treated for carbon monoxide 

poisoning after becoming ill during a school scuba 
diving lesson on June 26 at Manchester Grammar 
School in the UK. They were taken to the hospital, and 
eleven were later discharged following treatment, while 
one, aged 14, was released after several days.  Greater 
Manchester Police were investigating the incident.

The air was supplied by Aqualogistics Dive Center, 
which has since recalled all tanks recently filled. Geoff 
Shearn, the proprietor, was not able to comment as 
to the probable cause of the contamination of the air 
supplied while the matter is under investigation by the 
government’s Health & Safety Executive, or even if the 
contamination was actually by carbon monoxide. The 
company is well established and has been supplying div-
ers with gas for more than 16 years.

Carbon monoxide (CO) is a colorless, flavorless gas 
that is a bi-product of burning fossil fuels such as gaso-
line. It binds more readily with the hemoglobin in the 
blood than oxygen. Consequently, those suffering from 
carbon-monoxide poisoning can appear to look very 
pink and healthy, but in fact, their tissues are being 
starved of oxygen. Hypoxia (severe oxygen deficiency) 
due to acute carbon-monoxide poisoning may result 
in reversible neurological effects, or it may result in 
long-term (and possibly delayed) irreversible neurologi-
cal (brain damage) or cardiological (heart damage) 
effects.

As such, CO is a very dangerous contaminant of a 
scuba tank, since the small amounts are more appar-
ent when breathed at the increased pressure of depth. 
The first symptoms are a serious headache and possible 
vomiting. 

We divers have to trust that the gas we are supplied 
is safe to breathe. While the risk of contaminated air 
might be especially true when diving in far-off coun-
tries where standards may be lower than we are used 

to, as events in the UK have proved, contamination can 
happen anywhere. The investigation into that particu-
lar cause continues.

There was a case in the Maldives in May 2008 where 
a compressor, driven by a gasoline engine, suffered a 
punctured air-intake hose so that the prime mover’s 
exhaust gases were drawn back into the air supply. One 
diver from MV Baani Adventurer was killed, and nine 
others, including two dive guides, severely injured. A 
survivor surfaced to discover most of his group semi-
conscious or unconscious. https://goo.gl/M9LejF

Undercurrent reported the death of a scuba 
diver at Cabo San Lucas, Mexico, in 2012. 
https://goo.gl/p5pvLX

The treatment for (CO) poisoning is immediate 
inhalation of 100 percent oxygen for a period to load 
any surviving hemoglobin in the blood with oxy-hemo-
globin. Severe cases require hyperbaric oxygen treat-
ment in a recompression chamber.

The only way to detect contamination of the gas in a 
scuba tank is by chemical analysis. Compressor installa-
tions should be tested during set periods of use, using, 
for example, Dräger test kits. The allowable limit for 
CO contaminant in scuba gas supplies is less than one 
part per million when diving to a maximum of 165 feet 
(50m). The Analox CO Clear monitor is designed to 
be installed inline with a compressor feed to warn the 
operator of a problem. Portable gas analyzers such as 
the Analox ACG+, which include CO testing, are avail-
able, but relatively expensive for individual divers to 
buy.

If you are unsure of the integrity of a compressed 
gas supply, it’s always worth checking the filling instal-
lation and the position of a compressor’s air intake, 
being sure it is far from any engine exhaust and that 
the supply pipe is not punctured in any way.

https://goo.gl/M9LejF
https://goo.gl/p5pvLX
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On our last diving day, we were 
led by Clement, a young and exuber-
ant Frenchman who endeared himself 
with his earnest briefing. “The 
sharks are not your friends,” he 
intoned gravely. “Oh no!” I inter-
rupted. “Please take us to a site 
with friendly sharks.” Not wanting to 
take any chances, Clement brought us 
to Toopua, a shark-free lagoon by the 
Conrad hotel, with 60-foot (18m) vis-
ibility. A single anemone patch and 
its resident clownfish relieved the 
hard, monochromatic, coral landscape. 
It soon gave way to a sandy stretch, 

a cleaning station with flounders peering from the sand. A small school of spotted 
eagle rays returned three times.

Although Top Dive operates at two resorts, including the Four Seasons, they 
ferried divers to and from the main dive center, choosing sites, it seems, for the 
convenient transfer of their resort customers. They offered complementary gear, 
including nitrox 32, but did not supply computers.  “You don’t need a computer 
when you are with a guide,” said Ana, one of the instructors. “And if your divers 
go deeper than they should?” I asked her. She smiled. “We just lead them to a 
shallower part of the reef.” Top Dive is oriented for those who come for one or 
two dives. In Bora Bora, that’s plenty.

Tikehau Atoll, a narrow strip of low-lying motu encircling a lagoon, is a 
short flight from both Bora Bora and Rangiroa. Pension Coconut Beach proprietor 
Jean-Louis met us at the airport in his rickety pickup. Curtained windows in our 
unit had no panes, no hot water, a lumpy mattress, and even with the door perma-
nently open, we were always too warm. Sitting on the cracked plastic toilet seat 
was a punishing experience. Well, at least the room was clean and had a small 
fridge for our water and beer. And while it sat alongside a beautiful sandy beach, 
we had no lounge chairs to enjoy the view. In paradise, you can’t have everything.

With their loose and misaligned handlebars, Jean Louis’s bikes were as rick-
ety as his pickup, but we managed to ride them to the dive shop. Top Dive had 
assured us that their Tikehau branch would contact us upon arrival, but they were 
not expecting us. Tikehau Plongée, we discovered, was independently owned and 
only partnered with Top Dive, which had goofed. Thankfully, they had room for us. 
After their skiff had stopped 
at two resorts to pick up cus-
tomers, it was 40 minutes to 
Tuheiava, Tikehau’s only pass. 
On the way, we stopped at a 
tiny islet to snorkel with a 
couple of mantas. They were 
all that remained from many 
that had once made it home, 
said our guide, Claire. At 
the pass, I descended over a 
hard coral garden at 65 feet 
(20m) and swam to a wall, which 
dropped another 100 feet (30m). 
Visibility was excellent and 
fish life abundant:  schools of 
bigeye and fusiliers, many bar-
racuda, black tip reef and gray Tikehau and the open ocean beyond

TUA MOTU ARCHIPELAGO 
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sharks competed for our attention. A large boxfish 
hovered motionlessly above the drop-off, its big 
eyes surveying the action.  

Some years ago in DIVER magazine, John Bantin 
related his dive at this site. There is a cave at 
about 200 feet (60m), and he wrote that when the 
gray reef sharks heard the splash as he rolled into 
the water, they swarmed out of it like bees from 
a hive. They were lured by bait carried by the 
guides, and John descended to 130 feet (40m) to see 
this. These days, guides no longer carry bait, and 
recreational divers are forbidden to descend below 
95 feet(29m). So while we were diving above the 
cave, we saw many sharks, but none “swarming out.” 
Out-going tidal conditions also prevented us from 
riding the pass. Even then, my four dives here were 
definitely better than those off Bora Bora. 

After our dives, Jaime, Claire’s boss, drove 
us to the only snack in the village (which has 
four churches and a store) for a $14 plate of 

either Chicken Teriyaki with rice or fried prawns with French fries, and a local 
$5 Hinamo beer. On Sunday, when the snack was closed, Jean-Louis boiled water so 
we could eat the ‘pot noodle’ we had bought at the store.

One evening I attempted to snorkel to the neighboring motu, a few hundred 
yards in front of our guesthouse. Although the crossing was only a few feet deep, 
black tip reef sharks, some over 6 feet.(2m), were everywhere. Unsettled, I aban-
doned the effort. The sharks are attracted by the fishermen who clean their catch 
in the lagoon. “Don’t go wading at dusk,” Claire warned me. “They sometimes bite.”

Jean-Louis served meals at Pension Coconut Beach on the small deck of our 
room. Breakfasts: half a baguette, butter, jams, an apple or an orange, and coffee 
or tea. Dinners were more elaborate: one began with Poisson Cru a la Tahitienne, 

  Shark Movies: the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
Outside Magazine has rated the all-time shark movies, 

and while most are stinkers, one can never forget either 
Jaws or Open Water (which clearly should have made the 
#2 slot). This year’s 47 Meters Down is rife with technical 
errors about diving, though if a diver can overlook that 
stuff, it might be worth a rental. Of course, Hollywood 
will never stop demonizing sharks, so we divers might 
as well get over it and have a laugh or two, largely at 
the filmmaker’s expense.

Here’s the list.  

1.  Jaws (1975) Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 97 percent

2.  Deep Blue Sea (1999) Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 57 
percent

3.  The Shallows (2016) Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 77 
percent

4.  47 Meters Down (2017) Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 55 
percent

5.  Open Water (2004) Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 72 
percent

6.  Avalanche Sharks (2013) Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 
7 percent

7.   Sharknado (2013) Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 82 per-
cent

8.  The Reef (2010) Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 79 per-
cent

9.  Ghost Shark (2013) Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 29 
percent

10. 2-Headed Shark Attack (2012) Rotten Tomatoes 
Rating: 15 percent 

11. Attack of the Jurassic Shark (2013) Rotten 
Tomatoes Rating: 3 percent

To read Outside’s short and snarky reviews of each 
film, go to https://goo.gl/W8g6vp

Tikehau Plongeé, Pension 
Coconut Beach, Tikehau, 

French Polynesia

Diving (Experienced)  ..............HHHH

Diving (Inexperienced)  ...........HHHH

Snorkeling ........... Varies by location 

Accommodations ....................... HH

Service and attitude ............. HHHH

Money’s worth ..........................HHH 

H = poor HHHHH= excellent

Worldwide scale

https://goo.gl/W8g6vp
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a delicious raw fish ceviche in coconut milk, followed by grouper in a creamy mus-
tard sauce with rice and salad, then ice cream. Afterward we walked through the 
quiet village streets. A talented troupe of four drummers invited us to sit with 
them while they practiced.  

As you can see, Bora Bora and Tikehau are not for serious divers. Both have 
their topside charms, and while Tikehau’s diving is pretty good, the distances, 
accommodations, prices, and facilities don’t make it a candidate for your bucket 
list.

-- DTV

Our undercover diver’s bio: DTV has been lucky to dive since 2001, mostly in 
the Indo-Pacific: Solomon Islands, Indonesia, Philippines, Palau, Chuuk, and the 
Maldives. He has also dived at the Cocos and Malpelo Islands, the Galapagos, 
French Polynesia, the Red Sea, the Mediterranean, the UK, and the Azores. He swam 
with humpback whales in Rurutu and with Orcas in Norway. He doesn’t bother with a 
camera, preferring to capture memories in his mind’s eye.

Divers Compass: A minimum four-night stay in the deluxe bun-
galow at Bora Bora’s Bungalove costs $973; meals are extra 
(https://goo.gl/8RGJcS) ... A three-night stay at Tikehau’s 
Pension Coconut Beach cost $479 for two including breakfasts, din-
ners and transfers (depier.hitihei@gmail.com or search the pen-
sion’s Facebook page). For more information, check the July 2017 
Undercurrent article.

Villa Markisa, Tulamben, and Bali, Indonesia
spend a fortune or a pittance

After a March liveaboard voyage from Sorong to Kaimana aboard the Dewi 
Nusantara, my buddy and I planned to kick back in Bali for a few days, a stop 
often made by liveaboard 
divers. The flights from 
Kaimana took all day, and iron-
ically, we arrived in Denpasar 
when the king of Saudi Arabia 
arrived; police had closed 
roads, and traffic was nuts. 
After two-and-a-half hours of 
driving, we pulled up to the 
Villa Markisa in Tulamben, were 
shown to our beautiful master 
bedroom in the main building, 
and finally got some sleep.

Upon awakening, I opened 
the curtains to a gorgeous view 
of the gardens and the ocean. 
Nina showed us to breakfast 
and some much-needed coffee; Villa Markisa, Tulamben, Bali

https://goo.gl/8RGJcS
mailto:depier.hitihei%40gmail.com?subject=
http://www.undercurrent.org/members/UCnow/dive_magazine/2017/FrenchPolynesia201707.html
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office manager Made walked us around 
the lush grounds. Villa Markisa (the 
Indonesian word for passion fruit) 
is not your standard Tulamben hotel. 
Though it’s next door to Seraya 
Secret, it’s far more high-end, from 
accommodations to food to the dive 
services. The décor, for example, 
features Indonesian carvings and 
fabrics, rich natural woods, and con-
trasts the textures of glossy stone 
with the rough-hewn. Showers are 
large, with rainforest and hand-held 
showerheads. The resort’s infinity 
pool ends in a round bubbling section 
with jets of water to soothe aching 

muscles. There is even a small spa where you can get a relaxing Balinese massage. 

The dive operation was terrific. Unusual for Tulamben, Villa Markisa has two 
boats that whiz you to sites never more than 10 
minutes away. You wade and swim out to the boat, 
which staff has already loaded with all your gear; 
at dive sites, you backroll in. Dives are usually 
at 8:00, 10:30, and 2:30, with night dives either 
by boat or by shore. Between, I could return to 
my room.

The house reef is largely a muck dive featur-
ing harlequin shrimp, many juvenile emperor angel-
fish, peacock mantis shrimps, and ribbon eels. 
It’s important to be comfortable with current, 
and, like all muck diving, to fine-tune buoyancy 
so you don’t trail a cloud like Pig Pen from 
“Peanuts.”

Some sites, like Batu Niti Reef, combine muck 
and reef, and at Batu Beleh Reef, I was enchanted 
by an ornate ghost pipefish that our guide, Noris, 
found, drifting like a scrap of pale lace. Selim, 
a muck site with patch reef, revealed gurnard; 
shortfin, zebra, and spotfin lionfish; a fantastic 
purple and white paddleflap rhinopius with a face only its mother could love, and 
a huge pinkish lacy scorpionfish, Ambon scorpionfish waddling over the dark sand, 
a golden winged pipefish, all kinds of eels, including a charming banded Napoleon 
snake eel, two thorny seahorses (one gravid), and all kinds of mantis shrimp, 
peacock, pink-eared, keel-tailed, and small checkered-eye. A pair of cuttlefish 
rested in the sand, while downslope helmet gurnard snuffled around. Other divers 
saw a wonderpus. Wow!

It’s typical of Tulamben hotels to mandate full board with your package, 
which means the captive audience has to eat whatever is put in front of them. At 
Villa Markisa, the food is excellent, with imported specialty meats; an organic 
garden for local herbs and vegetables; and home-made breads. Breakfast offers 
either Indonesian breakfast (mie goring or nasi goring, topped with a fried egg), 
or western breakfast of breads, eggs and additions like chiles and mushrooms, and 
fresh local juices and tropical fruits.

The lunch menu offers lasagna, an abundant shrimp sandwich with wasabi dress-
ing, homemade wonton soup bursting with fish-filled wontons, and beef saté with 
coconut rice. The dinner menus, with something for vegans to carnivores, were 

Villa Markisa, Tulamben, 
and Bali, Indonesia

Coral and terrain  HHH to HHHHH

Fish and critters  .............. HHHHH

Accommodations ............. HHHHH

Food .................................. HHHHH

Service and attitude ......... HHHHH

Money’s worth .................. HHHHH 

H = poor HHHHH= excellent

Worldwide scale
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served buffet-style -- unless you 
asked for the romantic table for 
two by the water -- and included 
lemon chicken, pork schnitzel, 
tuna sashimi, and a variety of 
veggies, rice, and potatoes. For 
dessert, one could enjoy tarte 
tatin with ice cream, chocolate 
mousse, or tropical fruit.

One can stay in a simple room, 
or a full villa, smallish one-
bedroom bungalows, or our choice, 
the Master Bedroom with its cathe-
dral ceiling and huge outdoor 
bathroom with jacuzzi tub and 
rainforest shower. The website, 
www.villa-markisa.com, allows you to 
view the resort with 360-degree views to help you decide. I enjoyed lolling on the 
balcony daybed, writing my log while listening to waves lap the shore. 

Perhaps the most magical dive was a 6:30 A.M. dive on the USAT Liberty. This 
1918 ship transported goods for the U.S. Army and was torpedoed in 1942. Since 
subsiding between 120 (40m) and 15 feet (5m), she has become festooned with abun-
dant soft corals. A huge wreck, she’s almost 400 feet long (124m), with towering 
superstructures to vast hull cavities. Noris found us ringed pipefishes and five 
leaf scorpionfish roosting on the wreck. A school of bumphead parrotfish, some 
real brutes, greeted us as we entered and again on our safety stop. But most magi-
cal were the varied views of the wreck, a stage set that changed every time we 
moved along it. The early hour let us avoid crowds and tour the entire wreck, and 
thanks to the boat dive, we didn’t have to backtrack to swim to shore. Water temps 

were around 82°F (28°C) on most dives, 
with a few thermoclines. 

We moved south after four nights to 
dive the Padang Bai area with the always-
excellent Geko Dive and ended our month-
plus trip with a stay at the luxurious 
and enchanting Amankila, which I reviewed 
in the August 2014 issue of Undercurrent. 
Amankila, like all Aman resorts, is 
exquisitely designed in a combination of 
regional and modern architecture; the 
furnishings and decoration feature rich 
woods, local carvings, and fabrics, and 
the villas are stocked with all the com-
forts one needs. Spa services are avail-
able either at the spa or your villa, and 
we were upgraded to a villa with a pri-
vate pool for clothing-optional swimming. 
Amankila’s famous three-tier infinity pool 
is huge (but one needs a swimsuit!), and 
its bar and restaurant are stunning. Down 
the steep hill on the black sand beach is 
another large pool commanding a private 
beach retreat.

Having dived with Geko Dive before, I 
emailed owner Cedric Saveuse, who proposed 
four dive days with two dives per day; we 

Gekodive boats at Padang Bai beach

Tigers Get Around
“Round, round, get around, I get around …” 

Those Beach Boys lyrics might have been written 
for tiger sharks, because the tiger shark you might 
have glimpsed while diving in Hawaii could have 
come all the way from Australia.

Recent research by scientists at the University 
of Queensland, Australia, suggests that tiger 
sharks in the Indo-Pacific region do not form 
static populations, but roam over great distances, 
from the Indian Ocean off Western Australia to 
multiple locations in the Western Pacific, as far 
away as Hawaii.

The Pacific and Indian oceans account for 
around half the water on the Earth’s surface, and 
the study contradicts previous claims that there is, 
for example, a distinct Hawaiian tiger shark popu-
lation. Dr. Bonnie Holmes suggests that the tiger 
shark’s long-haul migrations might help maintain 
its genetic diversity. 

(Source: Royal Society Open Science/royalsociety.org)

http://www.villa-markisa.com
http://www.undercurrent.org/members/UCnow/dive_magazine/2014/GekoDiveBali201408.html
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shared the boat with friends from the U.K. whom we had arranged to meet in Bali. 
Our first dive day began at the Padang Bai jetty, a muck dive no deeper than 50 
feet, and like most pier dives, featured garbage as well as wonderful creatures, 
like two “Indian walker” dragonets (dactylopus dactylopus) hauling themselves along 
on their finger-like pectorals, flashing blue-spotted dorsal fins. Dive guide Kanox 
found us three leaf scorpionfish on the first dive, while I found an enormous 
black-and-white frogfish. When we dove the jetty a few days later, conditions were 
entirely different: water was 77°F (25°C) instead of 82°F (28°C), and vis was pea 
soup. It was a great dive, but I was glad of my thick wetsuit and hooded vest. 

An earlier start the next day allowed us to zip out (aided by two Yamaha 200 
HP four-stroke outboards) to Gili Biaha. The conditions were too hairy for safe 
diving -- we are adventurous, but not crazy -- so we went to nearby Gili Tepekong 
for two beautiful dives in sparkling water over gorgeous meadows of lush stony 
corals. Upon our descent, we were greeted by a pair of large hawksbill turtles. 
The sensation of drifting over an underwater landscape covered with stony corals 
and darting, dazzlingly colored fish, was mesmerizing. Dive two featured more cur-
rent (some of which we had to swim against), a swim-thru that began at 50 feet and 
ended at 85 feet, a sheer wall (with more current), and for relaxation at the end, 
another “meadow” of stony corals and another hawksbill. Water was a high of 82ºF, 
with thermoclines in the low- to mid-70°s, so bring a hooded vest. Perhaps the 
most magical dives were at the island of Nusa Penida, where at Toya Pakeh we rode 
a pleasant current over acres of hard and soft corals teeming with brilliant fish. 
The current was just perfect for a gentle ride, the sun sparkled on the vivid 
corals, fish darted and danced, and I felt hypnotized. 

Geko boats have a full O2 setup, and staff has ample technical expertise in 
diving. Geko is a little more expensive than the cheapest Padang Bai operation, 
but its great service and safe operation is worth it. My only gripe with Geko 
isn’t really its fault: the sandy beach leaves your feet grubby.

Geko can arrange more than diving; they work with several hotels and smaller 
resorts, such as Bloo Lagoon (www.bloolagoon.com), an all-villa eco-resort (around 
$200 per day for two people), the Alila Manggis (small rooms, big resort, about 
$150 per night per room -- www.alilahotels.com/manggis), or smaller places for 
less money. Amankila is a splurge, starting around $850 per night, although it is 
so magical that it satisfies my sense of value (www.aman.com/resorts/amankila). 
Another diver told us he loved his $57-per-night hotel on the beach in Padang Bai 
as well! Most Indonesian hotels also bill a 21-percent government tax and service 
charge. Forewarned!

P.S. Villa Markisa’s service went above and beyond. When we transferred from 
Tulamben to Manggis on the south east coast of Bali, I left a couple of hooded 
vests hanging in the dive shop; they washed, folded, and delivered them to me at 
Amankila a few days later, going out of their way. How kind was that?

-- A.E.L.

Our undercover diver’s bio: A.E.L. dives around 150 dives yearly, keeps 
returning to Bali for its culture, food, and diving, and lives part of the year in 
Bonaire.

Diver’s compass: One can easily transit to Bali from Hong 
Kong ... We booked Villa Markisa through Secret Sea Visions 
(secretseavisions.com), and it came to around $250 per day per 
person for everything (diving, room, food, Nitrox) except wine and 
massages. Geko Dive (gekodivebali.com) came to around $100 a day 
per person for two-tank boat dives, Nitrox, lunch, transfers to and 
from the hotel and great personal service. Amankila costs a small 
fortune, but is paradise.

http://www.bloolagoon.com
http://www.alilahotels.com/manggis
http://www.aman.com/resorts/amankila
http://secretseavisions.com
http://gekodivebali.com
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How often has it been reported that a diver 
drowned while there was still plenty of air in his 
tank? For example, in 2015, a well-known profes-
sional underwater cameraman suffered breathless-
ness during a routine dive, something he had never 
experienced. He felt that his regulator no longer 
delivered sufficient air and found himself sucking 
hard on it — but there was nothing wrong with it. 

In fact, he was on his way to what might have been 
considered just another mysterious drowning inci-
dent.

Luckily, he left the water unscathed, with noth-
ing more than a severe scare, and after a thorough 
medical check-up, continued to dive. While he told 
us the story, he asked that we not reveal his name 
because he doesn’t want it to impinge on his ability 
to attract work. 

Peter Wilmshurst, a leading British cardiologist 
whose work in the 1980s demonstrated the correla-
tion between PFO (patent foramen ovule)  in the 

heart and decompression sickness, has recently been 
studying another hidden killer, which may have 
been responsible for mysterious drowning deaths of 
many competent divers worldwide.

Immersion pulmonary edema (IPE) is a life-
threatening condition that affects surface swimmers, 
snorkelers, and divers. The precise incidence is 
unknown, because fatal cases can be, and probably 
have been in the past, mistaken for drowning. In 
both IPE and drowning, the lungs are waterlogged 
and heavy, so post-mortem findings can be similar.

IPE Can Cause Cardiac Arrest
In IPE, the lung alveoli fill with edema fluid. 

Immersion causes increased hydrostatic pressure, 
which immediately causes redistribution of blood 
from the periphery to the chest.

As the condition worsens, hypoxia increases, and 
unconsciousness can occur. This is exacerbated by a 
reduced partial pressure as a diver ascends, and can 
cause cardiac arrest.

Divers at risk have pre-existing cardiac disease 
and hypertension. Diving in cold water, encounter-
ing stress while diving — heavy exertion in battling 
a current or waves — and even breathing from an 
inefficient regulator can increase the risk of IPE. 
Even drinking a lot of liquid before diving (some-
thing many of us do as a precaution against the 
onset of DCS) can increase the risk.

A Hidden Killer in Our Midst
breathlessness is the clue

An important indication that a diver had 
IPE is that they believed that their equipment 
was not working properly, even though later 
tests confirmed that the equipment was fine.

Worse Things Happen at Sea!
On June 22, No Worries, a dive boat, capsized at 

the El Norte Bar far north of Ambergris Caye, Belize. 
Three paying divers were underwater at the time, a 
father, son and daughter. For the daughter, it was an 
interesting introduction to open water diving; it was 
her first open-water dive after being certified! They 
surfaced to find their boat beneath the surface at an 
angle. 

The vessel’s captain and mate had already been 
rescued and raised the alarm, so the divers hung on to 
a mooring buoy until recovered from the water. The 
three had nothing but praise for their divemaster, but 
they lost personal items including cash. The boat was 
later towed back in. 

Our informant tells us when he talked to Everette 
Anderson, the head of the San Pedro Tour Guides 
Association, he said that is the second time No Worries 
sank. When he told tour operator Chip of Palapa Tours 
what Everette said, Chip replied, “Actually, it’s the third 
[time],” but neither Everette nor Chip gave any more 
details.

During the week of the incident, Ambergris Caye 
had been subject to heavy rains and rough seas. The 
National Meteorological Service had issued an advi-
sory warning for small craft that day. The Belize Port 
Authority continues to investigate to determine wheth-
er criminal charges should be laid against No Worries 
Tours.
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The increase in water pressure at depth causes 
redistribution of blood from the periphery of the 
body to the chest, increasing heart filling pressure 
and stroke volume, and reduces total lung capacity. 
This happens with everyone, with fluid passing from 
the capillaries in the lungs to the lung tissue. The 
body counteracts this by excreting water through 
the kidneys — that’s why you have to pee during a 
dive — but, over a period underwater, lung water 
increases. In some people, this rate of accumulation 
is greater than others.

Immersion in cold water increases the risk of 
IPE because blood vessels in arms and legs become 
narrower. Heavy exertion or poor air delivery of air 
does the same. 

“An important indication that a diver had IPE 
is that they believed that their equipment was not 
working properly, even though later tests con-
firmed that the equipment was fine. If a diver is 
seen unnecessarily switching between their demand 
valves or using a buddy’s secondary air supply, or if 
a diver with a re-breather is [seen repeatedly] purg-
ing the system, [it] may indicate the onset of IPE.”

When a snorkeler or diver is breathless, observ-
ers must get that person out of the water. An indi-

vidual who has suffered suspected IPE is at risk of 
further episodes and should consult a physician.

Besides a physical examination, it is usually nec-
essary to assess cardiac function and test for myocar-
dial ischemia, which might include such tests as an 
echocardiogram and a myocardial perfusion scan 
(or locally available alternatives).

(Abridged from UK Diving Medical Council report 
www.ukdmc.org)

And it doesn’t only happen in cold water. This 
year a group of physicians based in Singapore 
described in a paper presented to the Undersea & 
Hyperbaric Medical Society a case of Swimming-
Induced Pulmonary Edema (SIPE) suffered by a 
21-year-old diver trainee after performing a swim 
of 2km (more than a mile) in water temperatures 
around 86°F (30°C). The conclusion was that 
development of SIPE in tropical waters suggests 
that other risk factors may be predominant. There 
should be a high index of suspicion when any stren-
uous in-water activity is conducted so that timely 
treatment may be instituted. 

 (Source: Kwek WMJ, Seah M, Chow W – UHMS 
2017, Vol. 44, No. 3)

Tammy R. Schmitz, an experienced diver, was div-
ing in Cozumel on February 19th when she wanted 
to abort the dive. A divemaster with her group 
escorted her without incident to the depth of a 
safety stop before rejoining the group, but later she 
was found dead on the bottom. We’ll never know 
what happened or why, because nobody was with 
her when she died. (Undercurrent April)

It’s common practice, when people learn to dive, 
for one instructor to take charge of six trainees, 
aided by a divemaster. In many parts of the world, a 
single dive guide or divemaster often escorts groups 
of six or more certified divers.

Often, solo divers are paired in an impromptu 
way with someone they have not met before, do not 
know, and have no real allegiance to. What is the 
responsibility toward that person, the buddy-of-con-
venience? What if a diver needs or wants to curtail 
a dive early? A blown tank O-ring or an inability to 
clear ears might happen, most likely at the begin-
ning of a dive, but what if, later in the dive, your 

buddy feels unwell or simply runs low on air long 
before everyone else in the group?

When your ‘Buddy-of-Convenience’ Calls the Dive
Dives cost a lot of money, and our dive trips are 

usually fewer than we’d like. If you are paired with 
someone who wants to curtail the dive early, what do 
you do?

Whether you like it or not, if your buddy-of-con-
venience wants to abort a dive, you should do the 
same and stay together. Waving him goodbye as he 
heads toward the surface and then carrying on the 
dive yourself or rejoining the rest of the group, may 
not be good enough. But it happens more often 
than not, as many Undercurrent readers have told us 
when we asked for opinions.

The Varied Opinions of Undercurrent Readers
Our readers seem equally divided between those 

who would see their buddy safely on their way to 
near the surface and those who would without ques-

Is It One Up, All Up?
it could be a matter of life and death
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tion escort them safely all the way to the boat, even 
if it meant attempting to rejoin the main group 
later. 

Bill Shepherd (Satellite Beach, FL) is typical of 
many divers. He says he’s handled situations where 
his buddy needed to terminate his dive before he 
was ready to finish. First, he becomes aware why he 
wanted to head up. If it’s a safety issue, he joins him 
to ensure that both complete the dive safely and 
take care of any health or equipment problems. If 
it’s an air problem or just wanting to finish up early, 
he’ll maintain sight contact until the other diver 
reaches the surface and establishes contact with the 
boat. Then he searches out the dive guide, if one 
is underwater, lets him or her know his new status, 
and accompanies the dive guide for the reminder of 
the dive.

Pat Sinclair (Metairie, LA) says the same, unless 
there is no dive guide, in which case both divers 
ascend together. 

The Errant Buddy
Jim Garren (Boynton Beach, FL) wrote, “When 

[my wife and I] started diving, we were not asser-

tive enough to protest when DMs matched us up 
with ’the odd man out’ on local dive boats. Since 
we were pretty green ourselves, I suspect those poor 
souls disliked it as much as we did.”

Mark Webber (Northern Ontario, Canada) make 
a point, familiar to many of us: “There have been 
times when, despite my best efforts, I’ve been bud-
died with someone who swam twice as fast as I did 
and didn’t look back. Or had disappeared into the 
depths, beyond the maximum depth set by the dive-
master.” He added that, under good conditions, if 
that happens, he is sufficiently self-confident or self-
deluded [his words] to solo dive.

Harvey S. Cohen (Middletown, NJ) thinks, “If it’s 
open water, you must stay with your buddy. If that’s 
a problem, you can refuse to buddy with that per-
son on the next dive.”

It All Depends
There is no one-size-fits-all answer to this ques-

tion and it depends, writes Marc Arnel (Port 
Chester, NY). “If conditions are difficult or dan-
gerous, i.e., currents, low viz, unknown terrain, it 

Undercurrent Aids Subscriber with Travel Problems
What do you do when your physician advises you to 

delay a planned dive trip because of what you might 
have considered to be a trivial medical condition? 
That’s what happened to subscriber Ed Leibowitz 
(Jersey City, NJ) who went down with a case of benign 
paroxysmal positional vertigo. 

BPPV is a disorder arising from a problem in 
the inner ear. Symptoms are repeated, brief periods 
of vertigo with a spinning sensation upon changes in 
the position of the head.

 It was April 2, when he was booked to go on Nai’a 
in Fiji less than three weeks later. Without trip insur-
ance, he stood to lose the full cost of the trip he’d 
booked through Ultimate Dive Travel — a whopping 
$3875. The agent was powerless to help and was unable 
reschedule the trip.

Undercurrent wrote to Nai’a to ask if they would 
consider postponing Ed’s booking — after all, he still 
wanted to go. He just needed time for his inner ears to 
settle down. 

Alexxis Edwards, owner of Nai’a, was very under-
standing. Nai’a has a massive reputation for customer 
service, and she offered a solution by moving Ed’s 
booking to late May when there was still availability.

She wrote, “Hopefully Ed’s health will be 100 per-
cent by then. We have been in touch with Laura at 
Ultimate Dive Travel to explain the situation. We both 
have systems in place to try to help in these scenarios, 
but sometimes it is just too late. Ultimate is one of our 
top wholesalers, and we have had a wonderful relation-
ship for close to 24 years. I hope Ed understands that 
their hands are tied.”

Sadly, Ed’s condition did not improve in time and 
he was not able to make the trip. We’re sorry to say he’s 
been advised by more than one ENT specialist to stop 
scuba diving for the time being. The insurers paid out 
a substantial proportion of his original outlay.

From this experience, Ed has some advice to share: 
Don’t always purchase the cheapest trip insurance, 
something that he confesses he had been guilty of in 
the past. 

He says, “If you have health related problems or per-
sonal problems that can cause you to cancel a trip, it 
may be better to purchase the gold or platinum policy 
instead of the bronze or silver policies.”

If you face unresolvable problems with your travel 
arrangements, let us hear from you. We’ll see if we can 
help.
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may be more prudent to stick together and bail 
out together.”

PADI Master Scuba Diver, Russell Wilder (Foster 
City, CA) reckons, “If they are signaling they are 
merely getting cold, I’ll accompany them to any 
ascent/descent line or anchor line (if we’ve dived 
off a vessel) and make sure they are safely on their 
way up to the safety stop level.  If the viz is OK, I’ll 
remain at my depth so long as I can see them rising 
to the safety stop.” 

If you are diving in a group without defined bud-
dies and only one dive guide, if one of the group 
wants to abort the dive, do all have to? Says Gene 
Tinelli (Jamestown, NY), “If one comes up, every-
one should come up.”

Underwater Photographers Don’t Make Good 
Buddies
Many of us dive alone with our cameras. It’s a 

risk we are prepared to take, and we certainly can’t 
handle the distraction of a diver who needs constant 
attention. Some dive operations accommodate us, 
while others insist we sport a solo diver or self-suffi-
cient diver cert card or pay for a one-to-one guide. 
Few of us want the discipline of staying within a 
tight-knit group of divers and/or want our dive to 
be dependent on the whim of another person, one 
whom we hardly know. Several readers wrote to that 
effect.

As Mary Wicksten (Bryan, TX) points out, “If 
you are an experienced diver, you may end up shep-
herding the newbie or the air hog left over among 
the buddy pool. I go up (regretfully), knowing that 
this person may well need to be reminded about a 
safety-stop, letting air out of the buddy’s BC if he/
she was over-weighted on the bottom, or even pan-
icking. Usually you can opt out of diving again with 
this character.”

On vacation, some certified diving instructors 
hide that fact lest they be paired with someone who 
needs looking after. Carlton Adams and his wife, 
both instructors from Fort Lauderdale, FL, have 
had so many dives hijacked after being assigned 
less-than-capable buddies, simply because they are 
instructors, that they now refuse, pointing out that 
they are underwater photographers so it would be 
too much task loading to look after another diver.

What is The Diving Instructor’s Take?
What is your responsibility for a buddy of con-

venience, one you might have only met a few 
moments before entering the water?

 “If my dive buddy feels compelled, for any 
reason, to call the dive, my response is an uncon-

ditional, no-frustration, OK,” wrote Pat O’Connell 
(Colorado Springs, CO). “Back in 1981, my basic 
diving instructor hammered into us that it’s never 
too early to plan a dive; it’s always too late to abort a 
dive. Never wave good-by and abandon a buddy and 
continue to dive alone.”

Some believe you take on a responsibility if you 
agree to be partnered with a buddy, whoever it may 

Suunto Recalls ALL Computer 
Transmitters and PODs

No ifs. No buts. Suunto has identified a poten-
tial safety risk affecting ALL Suunto Wireless Tank 
Pressure Transmitters and Suunto Tank PODs, which 
wirelessly transmit tank air pressure to compatible 
Suunto dive computers. They say that in two cases, 
the exterior case of a Suunto wireless tank-pressure 
transmitter failed during regular dry land pressure 
testing. While the likelihood is rare, if the case burst, 
a diver could be injured.

Because of this, Suunto is recalling every unit 
among the tens of thousands they have produced dur-
ing the past 14 years, a costly step for them. 

The affected models are SS019098000 and 
SS005397000 tank transmitters and SS020306000 tank 
pod. (These are part numbers, not serial numbers.) 
This includes both older models with a black plastic 
base and the new model with a transparent base and 
LED light.

Remember, this recall affects ALL transmitters and 
PODs they have produced, and although Undercurrent 
could not get the precise number, Ryan Crawford of 
Suunto UK said it was “rather a lot.” You can imagine 
the scale of this recall world-wide.

Suunto says all consumers in possession of a 
Suunto Wireless Tank Pressure Transmitter or Tank 
POD should take their products to an authorized 
Suunto dive dealer or a Suunto Authorized Service 
Center for a free inspection and upgrade. This 
includes both a flow restrictor for use with direct 
connection to a regulator first-stage and one for use 
with connection to a high-pressure hose, whichever is 
applicable.

Do not use the transmitter or tank PODs before 
the upgrade.

Suunto will extend upgraded transmit-
ter warranties by a year after registering with 
www.mysuunto.com. They will also replace the battery. 
For more information go to: www.suunto.com/recall.

http://www.mysuunto.com.
http://www.suunto.com/recall
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be. Ann Pennywitt, a PADI diving instructor from 
Fort Lauderdale, FL, says, “I would lay out the dive 
specifics, in detail, before we get in the water. The 
dive ends when one of us wants it to, regardless of 
the reason. Surfacing alone is never a good idea, 
and abandoning a buddy is a huge no!”

Master Instructor John Miller (Lubbock, TX) 
agreed, saying, “My answer has to be, you go up with 
the [other] diver and catch the next dive. There 
simply is no other answer.”

NAUI instructor Doug DeProy (Nanaimo, BC) 
states clearly, “Of course you would accompany your 
buddy to the surface! Diving problems are rarely vis-
ible! As part of my course, I would always emphasize 
any danger, real or imagined, is real! Apprehension 
leads to increased respiratory activity, and that leads 
to overinflated lungs! Though it can be frustrating 
to be buddies with a diver with limited dive time, 
there’s always another dive!”

Stay Safely Out of Court!
“If you are assigned a stranger as a buddy, and 

you agree, you are responsible for that person’s safe-
ty. If he or she calls the dive early, you must accom-
pany him or her to a safety stop, the surface, and 
the boat.” That’s what Suzanne Leeson and David 
Vickery (Hoboken, NJ) told Undercurrent. 

They continued, “If, heaven forbid, you buddy 
up with someone, they abort the dive, and you let 
them surface unaccompanied, and they suffer injury 
or death, you will likely wind up on the witness 
stand in any subsequent legal action.”

Which brings us back to the tragic case of Tammy 
R. Schmitz, who called the dive and was escorted 
without incident to the depth of the safety stop 
before being abandoned. Nobody knows what hap-
pened next — only that she was later found dead on 
the seabed.

A Sad Postscript
 Just as this item had been written, we heard 

of the sad case of Rinta Mukkam, a 40-year-old 
regional sales manager from Singapore, who died 
during a dive near Gili Lawa Laut, off Komodo, on 
July 13th. The area is known for its strong currents. 
Undercurrent has unconfirmed information that she 
asked to finish the dive early and a guide escorted 
her not to the surface, but to the depth of the safety 
stop, where she was left alone. The Indonesian res-
cue authorities coordinated with the crew of the 
Seamore Papua, from which she had been diving, but 
by July 15th, she had not been found. (Source: The 
Straits Times)

Online purchasing has become the convenient 
way to buy what we need. If what arrives is not what 
we want, we have the option to return it. It’s not 
the same with complex dive trips, and by the time 
you discover you bought the wrong product, it’s too 

late. Most divers need guidance to ensure a foreign 
dive trip will meet our expectations. However, there 
are new kids on the block in the form of very seduc-
tive online booking services for diving that use 
clever algorithms to get attention onto your phone 
or computer’s display. They’re causing a ruckus all 
round in the dive travel industry.

Following Undercurrent’s article on this nascent 
online travel booking revolution in July, we received 
a comment from Sandro Lonardi, head of market-
ing for diviac.com, a leading online portal, in which 
he said, “Booking with Diviac offers divers superior 
choice, convenience, and price. Over 270 live-
aboards to choose from, 24/7 unbiased advice and 
support from our scuba travel experts, true online 
booking with live availability and prices, no hidden 
fees, no credit card fees and free dive insurance on 
all qualifying trips.”

A Liveaboard Boat Operator Replies
This was balanced by an email from Gabrielle 

Villarino, with 15 years working with top-rated 
Indonesian liveaboards under her belt and at pres-
ent managing MSV Amira. 

Online Dive Trip Booking Portals: Part II 
they fall far short on personal service

“My experiences with online dive travel 
agents are not very good.”
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She was damning when she wrote, “My experi-
ences with online dive travel agents are not very 
good. Most of them [are not familiar] with the 
products which they are selling online and nor do 
they understand the logistics, nor the dive region.

“We receive many inquiries from serious, dedicat-

ed dive travel agencies from all over the world. Most 
know their offered products very well, they know the 
procedures, the logistics, the culture and the dive 
location.”

“Many have been working in this industry for 10 
to 20 years or more. Most are dedicated, hardwork-
ing, make no promises the operator cannot fulfill, 
plus they are both knowledgeable and experienced.

“Most dive travel agents have been on the boats 
or at the resorts which they are selling — and most 
have very high standards and morals! Many of them 
bring groups and lead the trip.”

 “In recent years, I have dealt with several online 
website booking agents. Most have no clue about 
the product, the location, or the logistics they are 
selling, and sadly, there are several that are under-
selling the liveaboard or dive resort online with pop-
up ads!”

“I understand it is a new business in today’s 
online world, but I think divers should book with 
a certified dive travel agency or directly with the 
resort or liveaboard! Better than trying to save a few 
dollars booking online and then having issues after-
ward!”

This was the overall feeling of Eric Ohde 
(Redding, CA), who wrote to tell Undercurrent that, 
while he had enjoyed the service he got from tra-
ditional dive travel agencies like Caradonna and 
Bluewater Travel, he was less than enthralled with 
the newer online portals. He wrote, “They do not 
have a good update of rooms available, nor did they 
have experienced folks to answer questions both 
times I have called them. I really like the personal 
touch that experienced dive travel companies offer. 
I hope that [the online portals] do not gain market 
share, as I don’t think they are up to par for experi-
ence or personal service.”

Virtually every travel agent now has a compre-
hensive website, and it’s important to recognize the 

New players are challenging traditional 
agents today by offering more 
automation.

Tropical Ice, in paperback – “Perhaps the best scuba thriller ever”
Writing as KL Smith, Undercurrent editor Ben 

Davison has produced a fast moving new thriller set at 
Capt. Jack’s Rum Caye Dive Resort in 
Belize. 

Travel writer Matt Oliver, trying to 
clear his old friend Jack of a murder 
charge, discovers a horde of shark fins 
on a deserted Belize caye.  He gets 
chased out of one dive by thugs, discov-
ers a living finned shark on another 
dive, and on a night dive finds a sur-
prise clue that may help him identify 
a missing body. He soon finds himself 
chased by a corrupt American philan-
thropist, a shady Hong Kong expat 
dealing in sea horses as aphrodisiacs, 
running from danger in the mean 
streets of Belize City, hiding out in a rainforest lodge 
owned by a beautiful American woman with her own 
dark secrets … and that’s just the start.

     Homer Hickam, who taught astronauts to scuba 

dive and wrote the book Rocket Boys, which became the 
movie October Sky starring Jake Gyllenhaal, says:             

“One of the best adventure thrillers 
I’ve ever read and I’ve read a million! A 
true page-turner. Listen, do you like Clive 
Cussler’s novels? Ken Smith is a better writ-
er than old Clive, and he’s actually lived the 
life he writes about. Go! Buy! Trust me! You 
won’t be sorry.” 

And, it’s probably the first shark thriller 
ever where sharks aren’t hunting humans, 
but humans are hunting sharks.

Tropical Ice is available in paperback, 
Kindle or as an e-book from Amazon by 
clicking here. Get more information at 
www.tropicalicethriller.com and order an 

autographed copy.

            Want to read the first chapter before you 
order?  It will shock you.  Click here.    

https://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1621343405/undercutheconsum
http://www.tropicalicethriller.com
https://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1621343405/undercutheconsum
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Flotsam & Jetsam
Man-o-War Jellyfish Sting Advice. Science Daily 

has revealed a new study by researchers at the 
University of Hawai’i (published in Toxins) that 
debunks the idea that urinating on Physalia jellyfish 
stings — washing the site in seawater and perhaps 
peeing on it before applying an icepack —is a real 
solution. Instead, they found that rinsing with vin-
egar before immersing in hot water above 113°F 
(45°C) for 45 minutes was more effective. Earlier 
studies found hot water is best for most jellyfish 
stings.

Young or Too Young? Taryn Felde may only be 
13 years old, but she’s  a fully qualified divemaster 
and helps her dad, Florida PADI dive instructor 
Tazze Felde, to teach people of all ages how to dive. 
A divemaster’s function during training is primarily 
to provide safety cover. How would you feel about 
that if you were learning to dive and she was your 
divemaster? (Source: Navarre Press)

Arachnid Alarm! Nick Herbert (Christchurch, 
UK) writes “Just to support your brief run-down 

difference between those and this new breed of 
high-tech online portals.

Divers Are Not a Homogenous Group
Dirk Werner-Lutrop of Diversion Dive Travel, 

based in Australia, wrote Undercurrent to point out 
that dive travelers are not a homogenous group, 
and vary by dive and travel experience, by personal 
likes and by cultural preferences. His “products” 
are very individual, driven by the passion for diving 
more than a mere profit motivation.

“Our job as dive travel specialist is not just to sell 
a ticket. The job has many facets. It starts with iden-
tifying the particular needs and wishes of our cli-
ents and then identifying products that are a good 
match. Some people rely on social media for that 
information — others trust our experience.”

“The next step, once the decision on the product 
has been made, is to set up the travel itinerary to 
safely and conveniently get the client to the destina-
tion.”

“And once the trip is happening, it requires 
monitoring to be able to manage any unexpected 
changes. I’m sure every diver has had to deal with 

flight itinerary changes, lost luggage and weather 
events. Our clients appreciate that they can rely on 
our professional team to deal with the fallout and 
fix things — many times in the background without 
the client even needing to know about it.”

He says, “New players are challenging us tradi-
tional agents today by offering more automation 
and matching the booking process to now-familiar 
patterns we know from airline, hire car and hotel 
bookings. This offers a simple process, but it dis-
guises the complexity of the dive travel product and 
creates a wrong impression that what is sold is a 
standardized and comparable product.”

When traveling to locations on the other side of 
the world, Harvey S. Cohen (Middletown, NJ) says 
he prefers to deal with a traditional travel agent and 
relies on the agent’s personal service. He likes hav-
ing somebody he can phone for help who is on that 
side of the world, knows the local idiosyncrasies, 
and is likely to be able to respond in real time.

Another subscriber, Mark Leiserowitz (Houston, 
TX), simply wrote, “I read your article about online 
agencies. I personally would not trust my money to 
them.”

Underwater Wineries
An idea emerged when 168 bottles of champagne 

were found in 2010 on a ship that sank in the Baltic 
Sea 170 years earlier. They were in fine condition. 
So vintners in the French wine-producing region of 
Provence decided to age their wine by placing bottles 
under the sea for a year. 

After tasting 120 bottles of red, white and rosé 
from Bandol that had been stored at 40m deep in the 
Mediterranean, and comparing them with the equiva-

lent kept in the traditional cellar, they declared their 
experiment a success. 

Currently, at least ten wineries around the world 
are experimenting with underwater wine aging, even 
one in South Carolina, a wine region that might need 
a little help to produce a drinkable product. Two years 
ago, Veuve Cliquot laid down 300 bottles of champagne 
in the icy waters of the Baltic.
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on what’s in a single mouthful seawater, although 
there was no mention of piscatorial poo or the fine 
sand produced by parrot fish when they crunch 
coral at one end, then jettison fine white beach 
sand at the other... Your huge readership has to 
know that most of us ingest several spiders in any 
given year. At least eight is the current estimate.” 

Dambuster Bouncing Bombs. A team of British 
Sub Aqua Club divers discovered and recovered two 
Highball-type bombs that were used for practice 
ahead of the world-famous RAF raid on dams dur-
ing WWII, crippling the German war effort. Found 
at the bottom of Loch Striven in Scotland, more 
than 200 of the bombs were tested in Scotland, so 
the divers had a good chance of finding a couple. 
They’ll be on display at the Brooklands Museum 
in Surrey and the de Havilland Museum in 
Hertfordshire, England.

The ’Gator Got Him by the Balls! Scott Lahodik 
is a scuba diver who works for various golf courses 
retrieving lost balls from water hazards. He was 
rooting around looking for balls in a lake at the 
6th hole at the Rotonda Golf and Country Club, 
Charlotte, FL, when he was bitten by the resident 
’gator. The unfortunate diver is expected to be OK 
after sustaining a bite to his left arm. The ’gator 
was less lucky, however, because it was trapped and 
reportedly euthanized. (Source: www.golf.com)

Quick Solution for Long-Sighted Divers. 
Subscriber Harry Haley (Yorktown, VA) wrote to 
remind us that as an alternative to prescription 
lenses in your mask.  Optix 20/20 Hydrotac bi-
focal stick-on lenses are designed to give older 
divers a clear view of gauges in a range of +1.25 
to +3 diopter strengths. They are removable and 
reusable, and the soft clear plastic, supplied in 
a half-circle, can be cut to fit if necessary. $30. 
www.optx2020.com

The Andrea Doria Claims Another. The 24th of 
July saw another diver fatality on the wreck of the 
Andrea Doria. Crew members of the dive boat Ol’ 
Salty II administered CPR to British diver, Steven 
Slater, pulled from the water but he remained 
unresponsive. Seven people have died while explor-
ing the wreck since 2005. It sank in 1956, 60 miles 
southeast of Nantucket. (source: Cape Cod Times) 

Jacques Cousteau, the Impresario of the Ocean, 
died 20 years ago this past June 26th. Many sub-
scribers to Undercurrent were first enthused to go 
scuba diving after reading his book, later evolved 
into a television series, The Silent World. Even if you 
asked a younger person for the name of a famous 
diver, his would be the first they mentioned. His 
long list of lifetime achievements keeps his name 
irrevocably linked with scuba diving in the public’s 
eye.

Return Ring. A scuba-diving treasure hunter 
who found American Hockey League Hall of Fame, 
Dick Gambles’s ring in one of New York’s Finger 
Lakes is returning it to its owner. Gary Gavurnik 
(Auburn, NY) returned it after finding it with a 
metal detector. Instead of wearing the ring, 88-year-
old Canadian-born Gamble gave it to his son, Craig, 
who wore it every day for seven years before losing 
it in the lake.

Silence of the Sharks. A three-day shark congress 
organized by the University of Haifa, with Dr. Sylvia 
Earle, is part of an event in the Red Sea port of 
Eilat, Israel, culminating in a mass dive by around 
500 divers during the period October 19th – 22nd. 
Would-be attendees should register by going to 
www.silenceofthesharks.org/Registration/Divers.

 

http://www.golf.com
http://www.optx2020.com
http://www.silenceofthesharks.org/Registration/Divers
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